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“Fashion acolytes or environmental saviours?  When will young people have had ‘enough’?”

Dr Rebecca Collins, University of Chester

With: Sion Platss-ilburn, Mathew Norton, Samantha Jarvis,  Rachel  Cookson, Lucy Noden, Olivia

Buckley, Nikita Patel, Zach Stuhldreer

Introducton

Young consumers in the global north have a hard tme in debates about sustainable consumptonn

On  the  one  hand  promoters  of  sustainability  –  including  academic  scholars  of  environmental

educaton – have reifed young people as sustainability ‘saviours’n  Constructed as ‘Trojan horses’ of

new,  less  environmentally  impactul  modes  of  consumpton  (Collins  and  Hitchings  2012),  their

purported facility for trendssetng has led to their positoning as the catalyst for ripples of change,

spreading out through friends, peers and family members to wider society (engn Ballantyne et aln

2006; Larsson et aln, 2010)n  At the same tme, and somewhat in contradicton, popular perceptons

of  twentysfrst  century  adolescents’  relatonship  with  global  consumer  culture  tend  to  describe

hedonistc youths, more concerned with the pursuit of the latest ‘mustshave’ item than that item’s

sociosenvironmental impacts or the waste that might result from frequent rounds of replacement or

‘upgrade’n   Academic  studies  from  the  last  two  decades  have  lent  some  support  to  this

characterisaton (engn Auto and Heinonen 2004; Phoenix 2005) but with important nuance – that

young  people’s  preoccupaton  with  acquisiton  of  the  latest  fashions,  technologies  or  other

consumer items is ofen driven less by explicit pleasuresseeking and more by anxiety fuelled by the

social demands of an increasingly heavily materialised youth culturen  However, in all of the debate

around  young  people’s  consumpton  and  its  relatve  (un)sustainability  consideraton  of  what

produces  (dis)satsfacton –  indeed,  a  sense  of  (not)  ‘enough’  –  for  young  consumers  has  been

problematcally absentn  Yet understanding what is required to fulfl the complex socioscultural and

material  ‘needs’  characteristc  of  adolescent  selfsformaton  is  fundamental  to  establishing  the

feasibility of placing any kind of responsibility for driving more sustainable modes of consumpton on

young people’s shouldersn

When the term ‘teenager’ was coined in the 1950s it was to unite young people as a group with

distnct consumpton preferences (Abrams 1959)n  Since then, young people have been constructed

as a demographic profoundly concerned with the role of material goods in establishing, performing

and communicatng identtes and group afliatons (engn  Croghan et  aln  2006; Marion and Nairn

2011; Miles 2000)n  Today there is arguably an intensity to today’s youth’s relatonship with materials

technological culture which sets it apart from that of previous generatonsn  This intensity may be

viewed as symptomatc of the fact that today’s youth are largely socialised within contexts of hypers

connectedness;  indeed,  certainly  in  the  global  north  there  is  almost  an  ontological  expectaton

around  connectednessn   If,  as  a  young  person,  one  cannot  be  found  on  Facebook,  Twiter,  or

Instagram, or is unable to partcipate in Snapchat or WhatsApp, the risk of ‘missing out’ on a key

event  looms  largen   This  both  responds  to  contemporary  materialstechnological  culture  and

necessitates its  perpetuatonn  Whilst  the social  pressure to materially  realise these connectons

directly fuels  desire for new possessions,  these pressures also work more insidiously,  amplifying

extant  youthful  anxietes  related  to  status,  competence  and  selfsefcacy  which  many  turn  to

material  possessions to fulfl  (Isaksen and Roper 2012;  Sweetng et  aln  2012)n   In partcular,  the

omnipresence of social media platorms – just a click away via the equally ubiquitous smartphone –

exerts  a  powerful  pull  on  young  people’s  desire  to  exhibit  themselves  and  the  material  things

fundamental to the cosconsttuton of that selfn  The recent YouTube phenomenon of the “haul girl”
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(Jeffries 2011) – young women who make and post online videos about their most recent purchases

– serves to emphasise the thrall and the potency of virtual spaces for communicatng identtes that

frmly positon a consumer identty as highly desirablen  

For  most  other  young  people  who  inhabit  social  media,  curatng  their  identty  online  via

photographs instantly uploaded to Facebook or Instagram may seem, if not great fun, then simply

the latest social obligaton to characterise contemporary youth culture (Cleland Woods and Scot

2015)n  Yet holding up such a conspicuous lens to their materially consttuted selves risks creatng

standards – of style, novelty, and the ability to ‘keep up’ with change – which it may prove hard to

meetn   The  subsequent  pressures  may  be  exacerbated  since  the  materialsstechnologies  most

fundamental to the material culture of youth are controlled by producers at rates of change which,

at present, young people (as other groups) feel powerless to contest (engn McAfee et aln 2004)n  Thus,

whilst the requirement for the kind of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1986) characterised by possession

of these materialsstechnologies increasingly shapes young people’s worlds, the opportunites to fully

appropriate  and  express  that  capital  take  on  the  qualites  of  a  mirage  –  no  sooner  does  one

approach, or even touch, the ‘latest’ desirable garment or gadget then its very desirability fades,

superseded by a newer, shinier chimera just out of reachn

It would seem, then, that young people do not blithely consume for consumpton’s sake (cfn Veblen

1915)n  Rather, they may be struggling to comply with contemporary notons of ‘enough’ which are

characterised by profusion; a profusion which is necessitated by social anxietes or vulnerabilites

associated with ‘being without’ certain material things, which are illuminated by the glare of social

median   In  order  to  interrogate  this  ‘enoughsprofusion’  tension  this  chapter  draws  on  recent

empirical work carried out by a team of young researchers based on focus groups with their peersn

It explores how young people construct and realise ‘enough’ in the context of i) technology and ii)

clothingn  A brief methodology is provided before summaries of the focus group data are presentedn

This is followed by a critcal discussion of how the emergent themes might begin to elaborate the

meaning of ‘enough’ in Britsh twentysfrst century youth material culturen

Investgatng ‘Sustainable Futures’

The data which informs this chapter was collected by two thirdsyear undergraduate student groups

as part of an assessed ‘consultancy’ project for a Geography degree module enttled  Sustainable

Futuresn  The projects were carried out over a period of 12 weeks between January and April 2015n

Each group of four students was provided with the same brief, which stpulated the following aim:

Aim: To design and complete a qualitatve research project exploring how the concept of ‘enough’

impacts on university students’ consumpton

Context regarding the signifcance of the concept of ‘enough’ in sustainability debates was provided

in the writen brief, and this was elaborated upon in a facestosface briefng meetng between the

author (who acted as the project ‘client’) and the student groupsn  The students were free to select

their preferred qualitatve research techniques; both selected focus groupsn  Having discussed the

brief both within their individual groups and all together, the students decided that one would focus

on clothing, the other on technologyn  The clothing group conducted three focus groups involving a

total of 16 students: one with all male partcipants; one with all female partcipants; and one with

both  male  and  female  partcipantsn   The  technology  group  conducted  two  focus  groups,  both

involving male and female students, with 12 partcipants in totaln  All partcipants were aged 20s21

and represented a range of socioseconomic backgroundsn  The data collected was used to inform
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two pieces of assessed work produced by the students for the author as the project ‘client’: i) a 15

minute group presentaton outlining key fndings;  ii)  individuallyswriten 2000sword ‘consultancy’

reportsn  The discussion in this chapter draws on the student groups’ analysis of their focus group

data and combines it with the authorsclient’s wider analysis of (un)sustainable material cultures of

youthn  

Enough Gadgets

Two focus groups focused on the role of personal technology in young people’s livesn  Atenton

centred on mobile phones (specifcally smartphones, which all partcipants possessed), laptops or

other  personal  computers,  and  tabletsn   Two  key  themes  emerged:  the  relatonship  between

connectvity and social competence; and conceptualisatons of material durability and ‘breakage’n  In

one sense partcipants’ comments about their desire for constant connectvity simply lend weight to

extant  analyses  of  the  role  of  technologies  in  facilitatng  social  relatonships  (Livingstone  2002,

2011)n  Anxiety about ‘missing out’ was clearly artculated by some, illustrated by a lively debate in

one group about whether or not the messaging app Snapchat consttuted a ‘necessity’, thus clearly

afrming  the  partcipatory  functon  of  technologies  such  as  smartphones  in  the  practce  of

contemporary  youth  socialityn   Atenton  was  also  drawn  to  the  use  of  technologies  as  an

informaton portal, including in formal educaton contextsn  At the University of Chester where these

students were based much insttutonal informaton is communicated through the ‘university app’n

The students’ home department (Geography and Internatonal Development) also makes signifcant

use  of  technologysenhanced  learning  across  its  programmesn   This  reinforced  the  perceived

‘necessity’  of certain devices for partcipaton in student life,  with scholarly  uses consttutng an

additonal legitmizaton tactc for their acquisitonn

It  was  thus  made  clear  in  both  focus  groups  that  adolescent  life  –  partcularly  student  life  –

‘demands’  access  to  partcular  technologiesn   The  most  prized  functonality  related  to  instant

messaging, with a range of apps associated with study, shopping and entertainment also mentonedn

The value atached to these functons was placed in tension with partcipants’ views on the material

durability  of  their  gadgets,  which  in  turn  opened  up  insightul  discussion  on  what  consttuted

‘breakage’  of  these  itemsn   One  female  partcipant  noted  that  her  phone  was  materially  more

durable than those of her peers and that her batery lasted longer than mostn  Yet she valued neither

of these characteristcs as highly as the speed of its messaging functonality or the range of apps

available to her:1  

FT1: “I wish mine was an iPhonen  Mine’s a Nokia , so it’s, uh… it’s a brick, which is great, you

know, it lasts a long tme but [an iPhone] is faster, your internet will be faster, you have a lot

more memory on it and that kind of thingn  And a lot of apps, so apps and stuff like that you

can only, like, mine’s a Windows phone, so a lot of apps, like from the app store, or, you

know, some things you can’t actually access unless you have an iPhonen”

FT2: “What sort of things?  Come on…”

FT1: “Snapchatn”

FT2: “Snapchat’s not a necessity, is it?”

1

 The fact that Snapchat was not one of these proved to be a major point of frustratonn
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A male partcipant who regularly dropped his phone leading to material damage reported that he

would buy a more robust handset over a sleekerslooking brand – but only if the functonality was the

samen

When each group was asked what consttuted ‘breakage’ of their  phone or laptop, the majority

referred to failure of functonality and slow performance rather than material damagen  One student

suggested that a gadget starts to ‘break’ “when it will no longer allow you to use it in the way that

you normally wouldn”  Another said, “It’s not more… that there’s something new out there, it’s more

that  what  you’ve  got  now is  failing  you  moren”   These  comments  intersected  with  widelysheld

frustraton directed towards technology companies that premature obsolescence ‘forced’ upgrades

described by these young people as unnecessaryn  Although some might have been irritated by easily

scratched casing or the lack of availability of certain apps, these were not viewed as failings requiring

imminent  upgraden   Rather,  there  was  a  sense  amongst  most  partcipants  that  they  would  be

content to contnue using their phone beyond the twosyear tmespan they collectvely defned as

‘typical’ for their peer group’s phone usage – so long as bateries and operatng systems allowed

them to do son  

Whilst the focus group partcipants – arguably justfably – pointed to the producton decisions of

technology manufacturers as underpinning aspects of their dissatsfacton with their gadgets, there

was less acknowledgement of their own role in maximising the longevity of these itemsn  Despite

artculatng  views  that  smartphones,  in  partcular,  were  not  generally  of  robust  design,  litle

comment was made on steps taken to take care of, maintain or repair these itemsn  This may refect

the fact that these young people, unlike previous generatons, have grown up with gadgets as an

easily  accessible  –  and  replaceable  –  consumer  goodn   The  disconnecton  from  their  physical

relatonship with these objects (as well as the fnancial obligatons associated with their acquisiton

or  replacement  if  parents  were bearing  the  cost)  perhaps obscures  the  ways  in  which  physical

gestures contribute to dissatsfacton with items such as smartphones, through forms of deportment

aligned with the (unintended) creaton of material damagen  Beyond this physical disconnect, there

was also litle awareness that, aside from the sometmes overwhelming ‘choice’ of gadgets and their

associated communicaton methods, there was also the choice to communicate using mechanisms

less  vulnerable  to  technology  manufacturers’  decisions  about  what  apps  to  install  (or  not)  or

sofware to keep running (or not)n  Only one partcipant in the project referred to friends who had

given up their smartphones and reverted to a more ‘basic’ handset:

BT4: “I’ve got some friends and they did it and they feel very relaxed now, they don’t feel

overloaded all the tmen  They say they’re happier like thatn”

Stll,  despite this anecdotal report of the benefts of choosing nonspartcipaton in the hubbub of

constant  connectvity  and  proscribed  communicaton,  none  of  the  partcipants  in  this  project

seemed keen to try this for themselvesn  This highlights how the scriptng of young people’s social

practces by material objects – or the producers of those objects – remains hidden to the young

people who perform them, in ways that may obscure their  role in the producton of  their  own

dissatsfactonn

Both focus groups sought consensus on what consttuted ‘enough’ personal technology for their

peer groupn  Agreement crystallised around a smartphone capable of lastng two years and a laptop

which should last four to fve yearsn  Partcularly in the case of the smartphone this seemed to refect

the students’ experiences of designedsin obsolescence; two years was reportedly the point at which

components (bateries) and functonality ofen began to failn  Rather than being driven by a concern

to acquire the ‘latest’ gadget, what drove these young people’s technology consumpton was a social
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imperatve to access the most popular modes of communicaton for their peer group, specifcally

smartphone apps such as Snapchatn  Indeed, such was the extent to which social and selfsesteem

followed from partcipaton in these specifc modes of connecton that possession of the necessary

means  might  be  viewed  as  a  distnct  form  of  Bourdieusian  cultural  capital  (Bourdieu  1986)n

‘Connecton capital’ may now, for the twentysfrst century Britsh youth, be at the top of the list of

social atributes to acquiren

Refectng the longstanding youth cultural imperatve around peer connectvity, and the requirement

to partcipate in order to competently perform social roles and relatonships, these actons raise

questons about the nature and scope of young people’s agency in fulflling these aimsn  If young

people’s  ‘communicaton culture’  is  so  profoundly  structured  by  technology producers,  to  what

extent is this culture really their own?  Might forms of connectvity less embedded in traditonal

capitalist producton be benefcial both in terms of environmental sustainability and young people’s

everyday life satsfacton and emotonal wellbeing?  There may, afer all, be mechanisms through

which ‘connecton capital’ can be engendered and expressed which fulfl youthful needs for both

connectvity and autonomy outside the strictures imposed by producersn 

I will return to some of the ideas in the discussion, following consideraton of what three further

focus groups considered ‘enough’ clothingn

Enough Garments

The dominant factor shaping partcipants’ views of ‘enough’ clothing was, perhaps unsurprisingly,

cultural norms around novelty,  most signifcantly how expectatons associated with these norms

have  become grossly  amplifed  by  social  median   Tied  into partcipants’  discussion  of  how they

responded to these pressures were references to laundering practces and tght student budgetsn

There was strong feeling amongst the majority of partcipants in the three ‘clothing’ focus groups

that the noton of ‘enough’ was largely invisible to their peer group because of the youth cultural

expectaton  to  be  seen  wearing  different  clothes  all  the  tmen   Although  there  was  some

acknowledgement of problems associated with this – related to personal psychological wellbeing as

much as environmental sustainability – as one of the femalesonly focus group partcipants identfed,

“But it’s completely our culture and it’s completely normaln”  Across all three focus groups there was

shared  experience  of  a  sense  of  social  obligaton  to  wear  different  clothes  for  key  occasionsn

Partcipants in the allsmale focus group said:

MP2: “… people remember if you wear the same shirt out twice in a rown”  

MP5: “People defnitely see that as a negatven”  

MP2: “Exactly, like you’re some sort of scumbag with only one shirtn  […]  People won’t say it

but they will recognise the fact… it’s social standing, as well, you want to wear something

newn”

The very nature of youth culture – as a space characterised by the jostle for recogniton, status and

paradoxical  ‘beingsasbitsdifferentswhilstsalsosftngsin’  –  has  inevitably  always  demanded  the

acquisiton  of  ‘novel’  (if  not  always  ‘new’,  in  the  sense  of  virgin)  material  things  in  order  to

communicate  shifing  afliatons  and  senses  of  selfn   However,  recent  years  have  seen  the

emergence  of  two  signifcant  cultural  phenomenan   First,  the  material  ‘tools’  employed  to

communicate these relatonships (such as clothing) have become subject to increasingly rapid cycles

of change (McAfee et aln 2004), making relatvely new garments seem ‘old’ simply because they are
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no longer ‘current’n  Second, the rise of social media (in conjuncton with smartphone technology)

has  meant  that,  for  young  people,  even  the  most  mundane  social  events  are  documented

photographicallyn  The result has been a public record of ‘what you wore and when you wore it’n

Partcipants in the allsfemale focus group illustrated the challenges this presents:

FP2: “… before if you wore something with one or two friends, like a litle group, nosone

would ever know and then you could wear it againn  However, now because everything is on

Facebook, especially on a night out, everyone loves to take a photo, so everyone sees that

outitn  So next tme you go out […] you do think, oh, it’s going to be on Facebook photos, oh

I can’t wear the same thingn”

FP3:  “I  did  it  the  other  dayn   You  know  how  everyone  did  their  pictures  with  their

dissertatons?  I had one done and I was wearing this jumper, jeans, boots and my coat, and I

went out again and went to the beach with my friend and knew that she would be taking

photos and I was wearing the exact same outitn  I was like, I can’t, because that picture will

go on top of the picture, with different dates but the same picture, and I had to changen”

Here the documentary nature of social media is presented as problematcn  Yet others in the same

group – whilst notng social media’s role in perpetuatng a sense of ‘not enough’ clothing – made

comments which suggested that, even acknowledging frustratons like those above, anxietes can be

relatvely easily neutralised by looking to the next acquisiton:

“… people are looking now for bikinis and dresses for summer and seeing, like, people on

Instagram, like, getng their bikini pics out… [laughter]  So, like, you want to go and get a

nice bikini so now I’m going to order one off Asos when I get backn  [laughter]”

In  referencing  online  fashion  retailer,  Asos,  this  partcipant  links  the  multtude  of  consumpton

opportunites afforded by the internet with comments from some partcipants about interpretng

the concept of ‘enough’ with reference to ‘enough choice’n  The discourse of ‘choice’ occupied an

ambivalent positon in the focus group discussions, although, even taking into account the small

sample size, there was an interestng variaton in views between the two gendersn  Whilst female

partcipants were more ofen concerned with selectng the (spatally) largest high street shops to

give them ‘enough choice’,  male partcipants were more focused on the practcalites  of  having

‘enough choice’ within their daystosday wardrobe to mean, for example, that it was not necessary to

wear the same tsshirt twice in one weekn  As one male partcipant said, “If I’m wearing the same ts

shirt twice in a week I would probably want moren”  The frequency with which male partcipants had

to do laundry was used as a proxy for ‘enough’ of partcular types of clothingn

Discussion of laundering presented a further interestng tension between the quality and quantty of

clothes consumedn  There was widespread acknowledgement across the three groups that garments

from the very low cost clothing retailers (Primark was named as an example) were ofen “ruined”

afer only two or three laundry cyclesn  Despite this, low cost retailers remained popularn  This was

perhaps  to  be  expected  of  students  on  tght  budgets,  but  interestng  nuances  emerged  in

partcipants’ responses to what ‘enough’ meant when it came to balancing their budgets with their

desire for new clothesn  Both female and male students reported that their spending was dictated

less by questons such as, “Do I have enough tsshirts?” and more by the queston, “Have I spent

enough?”  Certainly the young women agreed that if the clothes they were buying were cheap they

needed to buy more of  them in order  feel  they had ‘enough’n   This  suggests that much of  the

imperatve driving their clothing consumpton was not need – real or perceived – or even desire, but

a compulsion to partcipate in a culturally valorised practce of acquisitonn  In this sense, in the same

way that the technology focus group partcipants were argued to crave ‘connecton capital’, these
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young women sought what might be called ‘collecton capital’ – inen a desire to demonstrate that a

sufcient number, or a sufciently wide range of garments could be purchasedn  

The male students – perhaps less susceptble to cultural norms around bodily presentaton which

generally beset women more than men – were more pragmatc in their reconciliaton of ‘enough’

clothing  with  notons  of  quality  and  their  disposable  incomen   Whilst  they  agreed  the  relatve

satsfacton of, for example, one shirt from Abercrombie equated to ten from Primark, and that, in

the words of one male partcipant, “… if you have the money you’re going to get the beter stuff”,

they also felt strongly that buying high quality garments, including those produced to ethical and

sustainability  principles,  was  aspiratonal  but  not  feasible  on  student  budgetsn   In  short,  male

students  seemed  less  driven  by  quantty  of  new  acquisitons  in  order  to  achieve  a  sense  of

consuming ‘enough’, but, as for their female peers, their consumpton was shaped by a sense of

what it was reasonable – even culturally appropriate – to spendn

In sum, these three groups made clear the extent to which social media has amplifed the usual

social  pressures  associated  with  the  performance  of  novelty  within  youth  culturen   With  the

(smartphone)  camera  lens  constantly  documentng  their  sartorial  choices,  even  in  the  most

mundane setngs, it seems there is increasing pressure to possess enough garments to provide the

variety demanded by the public documentaton of adolescent social lifen  Discussion amongst the

students highlighted some nuanced perspectves between the two genders, partcularly regarding

the  spaces  and  scales  at  which  each  seeks  enough  ‘choice’,  and  in  the  context  of  reconciling

disposable income with cultural expectatons to perform a specifc ‘competent consumer’ identtyn

In the secton that follows I draw out some of the key fndings from these empirical discussions,

summarising the tensions that characterise young people’s experiences of ‘enough’ garments and

gadgets,  and offering brief  comment on what this  means for the noton of  the environmentally

sustainable ‘Trojan teen’n

Positve Dissent and Punk Precedent: Is there hope for the ‘Trojan Teen’?

As the preceding discussion has highlighted, what consttutes ‘enough’ garments or gadgets for the

young people in these focus groups is fundamentally infuenced by the demands of the socioscultural

context in which they operaten  This context is characterised most conspicuously by expectatons

around constant connectvity and the ability to ‘do’ novelty on an almost daily basisn  Although very

loose forms of consensus were reached about what consttuted ‘enough’ garments or gadgets in

some of  the focus  groups,  these views were far  from neatly  quantfablen   Indeed,  atempts  to

quantfy  ‘enough’,  whether in  terms  of  garments  or  gadgets,  appear  somewhat  pointless  when

situated within the shifing sands that consttute the nexus of consumer culture and youth culturen

Rather, a more prescient focus is that nexus itself – the social, economic and cultural forces which

profoundly shape young people’s understandings and experiences of ‘enough’, as well as how young

people might mobilise their agency in order to challenge themn

What was clear across the groups was the importance of acquiring and expressing competencies

within which material objects played a fundamental part – the smartphone as the conduit to instant

messaging, for instance, or ten tsshirts as a demonstraton of the ability to ‘do’ varietyn  As suggested

in the course of earlier discussion, this hints at the existence of distnct forms of subscultural capital

(Bourdieu  1986),  if  not  unique  to  youth  culture  then  certainly  vividly  characteristc  of  itn   The

evidence presented here suggests in partcular a craving amongst the partcipants for what I have

termed ‘connecton capital’ and ‘collecton capital’ – knowledge and competence associated with

communicaton and acquisiton practces, respectvelyn  These young people sought to make use of
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the limited economic capital they possess as students in order to maximise their social capital (inen

their capacity to infuence peers, forge social connectons and atract esteem), via the subscultural

capitals consttuted by their partcipaton in practces of technology and clothing consumptonn  In

unpicking this equaton, it becomes clear that the driver of profusion in young people’s consumpton

is the specifc form (sub)cultural capital(s) take(s), how it/they are achieved, and the nature of the

material presence within it/themn  How, then, might other forms of cultural capital – conducive to

fulflment  on  tght  budgets  yet  stll  effectve  producers  of  social  connecton  and  esteem  –  be

engendered?

For young people, changing their relatonship with material things such that ‘enough’ is set at an

environmentally sustainable level requires thinking about the youth cultural practces in which they

and their material things are bound upn  Certainly it is neither reasonable nor possible to expect

young people – or any group in society, for that mater – to forego the use of material things in

cultural practces and identty expressionn  Doing so is tantamount to asking them to relinquish their

sense of self and the social cohesion that binds them as a community (Douglas and Isherwood 1979)n

Since the desire for material things is built into the human psyche (Belk et aln 2003) – and, as argued

above, central to the cultural capital that consttutes young people’s social worlds – meetng the

sustainability  challenge requires the evoluton of new relatonships between (young) people and

things  (Gill  and  Lopes  2011)n   Acknowledging  that  many  of  the  most  important  youth  cultural

practces involve the communicaton of  afliaton and esteem, it  becomes pertnent to ask how

these psychossocial needs could be fulflled in other ways, moving away from the pseudossatsfers

capable only of generatng a false or hollow sense of shortsterm needssatsfacton (Jackson et aln

nndn)n  How would fulflling those needs differently be viewed by others operatng within the same

socioscultural space?  The later queston is partcularly importantn  As interest in social practces has

developed  over  the  last  decade  (Shove  et  aln  2012),  it  has  increasingly  been  recognised  that

atemptng to change behaviours at the level of individuals is, at best, slow and at worst, futlen

Instead, focusing on the systems (practces and contexts) within which individuals are obliged to

operate tackles the problematc social norms and conventons that inhibit change at an individual

leveln 

At present, and as demonstrated here by the noton of ‘collecton capital’, for many young people

their  methods  of  creatng  peer  afliatons  and  showing  esteem  rely  on  the  performance  of  a

consumer identty; a role in which they are increasingly frequently cast, even in the context of their

university studiesn  This consumer role is perhaps the most important within their wider portolio of

identtes  because  it  is  a  fundamental  enabler  of  other  important  adolescent  roles  within

contemporary  youth  culturen   Whilst  some,  including  the  students  featured  here,  might  be

discomforted by the consumer system within which youth culture largely obliges them to operate,

when ‘everyone else’ appears to be getng on with it being the sole individual willing to step outside

the dominant social practce and atempt to forge equally meaningful peer relatonships but through

nonsnormatve practces is a big askn  Most of us need only look back to our own adolescence to

remember how difcult it can be to be the one who dares to be different (whether or not that

person was us)n

In short, for environmentally sustainable notons of ‘enough’ to characterise contemporary youth

culture, a shif in normatve social practces must occur whereby processes of afliaton and esteem

are produced in less materiallysintensive waysn  The forms of cultural capital specifc to youth need

not wholly dematerialise, but there is considerable scope to reconsider the nature, use and form of

their material componentsn  This shif would return young people’s agency such that their use of

material ‘tools’ can be dictated by them, rather than the producers purveying them – in essence, a

decoupling of youth culture from consumer culturen  Reclaiming power from the market in this way
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is  prefgured  in  the  noton  of  ‘positve  dissent’  (McGrail  2011),  a  growing  trend  within  the

environmental communityn  With its undertones of rebellion, albeit with a positve focus, this might

speak partcularly effectvely to youthn  The growth of services seeking to empower consumers in

taking  fuller  ownership  of  their  possessions  through  processes  of  maintenance,  repair  and

repurposing potentally may offer a useful startng pointn2  Such a signifcant youth cultural shif may

be hard to imagine in the contemporary context but there is clear historical precedent, most visibly

in the punk era of the 1970ss1980s, where the DIY ‘zine’ 3 movement emerged to give space to young

people’s (ofen antscorporate) politcal and cultural ideas (Spencer 2005)n

In the punk era, a preference for ‘low tech’ objects and practces was appealing precisely because it

conspicuously countered the mainstream and sought to directly contest capitalism and its associated

politcsn  This is not to say that any shif in youth cultural norms in the twentysfrst century demands

a low tech approachn  On the contrary, the informaton and ideas needed to create a signifcant

groundswell of change will inevitably be found – and shared – onlinen  In the same way that any

‘replacement’ culture or practce must offer the same rewards as that being replaced in order to

succeed, the new actons promoted must be  easily  realisable  and  willingly  taken  up  in  everyday

contexts   in   order   to   stand   a  chance  of  becoming  normalised  (Fröhlich  et  aln  2013)n   For

contemporary youth who live much of their everyday social life in virtual space, the digital world will

be  key  to  scaling  up and normalising  new, lesssmaterially  intensive  cultural  practcesn   Laptops,

smartphones and tablets will inevitably play their part in this process – but the role they play might

be  more  focused  on  repairing  or  ‘hacking’  those  very  gadgets,  rather  than  browsing  for  their

replacementn

On  the  basis  of  the  empirical  work  presented  here,  hopes  that  batalions  of  environmentally

sustainable ‘Trojan teens’ are ready to drive new modes of consumpton seem misplacedn  These

students – though sometmes frustrated, sometmes anxious about the obligatons they feel placed

under  by  the  consumerist  nature  of  contemporary  youth  culture  –  remain  willing  partcipants,

disinclined to make any grand statements about the unsustainability of the status quo on their ownn

As a result, they do not ‘own’ youth culture; the producers of youth cultural material ‘tools’ don  This

power imbalance requires atenton if the potental of the ‘Trojan teen’ is to be realisedn  Cynics

might  queston whether an  apparently  largely  politcally  disengaged youth have  the impetus  to

challenge  consumer  culture  in  this  way,  when much  of  what  it  offers  is  easy,  convenient  and,

superfcially at least, appealingn  The answer to this lies with young people themselves, and whether

they are willing and able to initate an act of collectvity in form, nature and scale far removed from

the  smallsscale,  comfortable  sociality  familiar  to  most  contemporary  youthn   Certainly  the

‘connecton capital’ and ‘collecton capital’ identfed here, whilst demonstrably culturally important

for youth, need not persist  in their  present materialstechnological  formn  The densely (virtually)

networked nature of contemporary youth culture means that once a sufciently compelling trigger

for change is identfed, the cascade from innovatve new trend through to widespread everyday

practce is likely to be rapidn  Who can say what the trigger might be and when it might be pressed,

but if ‘Trojan teens’ can be the transformatonal catalyst they have been framed as, they may yet be

the ones leading the batle cry of ‘enough’n 

2

 Popular examples include volunteersled repair workshops facilitated by organisatons such as Restart 
and the Repair Café network, as well as websites such as iFixitncomn
3

 An abbreviaton of ‘magazine’n
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